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1 Introduction 

For many people, interacting with clients or contractors is an important part of their 

professional activities. Employers often require those responsible for sales or customer 

services to partake in training activities to improve their interpersonal communication skills. 

Unfortunately, this sort of training requires specialized coaching and is thus expensive and 

time-consuming. 

Many communication training sessions are 

based on psychological models of 

communication. One of these models is the 

interpersonal circumplex [5,8], which models 

human interaction on two orthogonal axes: a 

vertical power axis and a horizontal love axis 

(figure 1). In a discussion, each conversation 

partner takes on a certain position on both axes, 

thereby influencing the position of the other. For 

instance, if the speaker takes on a dominant 

position, along the top of the power axis, he will 

provoke a submissive position in his conversation 

partner – and vice versa. By contrast, positions 

along the love axis are symmetric: a cooperative 

approach from the speaker will result in 

cooperation in the listener, while opposition will 

incite opposition [10,13]. 

2 Application Pipeline 

With this poster presentation, we introduce some of the intermediate results of the ongoing 

project deLearyous [2], a collaboration between Group T Leuven Engineering College and the 

University of Antwerp. The aim of the project is to create an interactive application for 

interpersonal communication training, thus decreasing the need for individual coaching. Users 

will interact with the application through written natural language input and engage in 

conversation with a 3D virtual agent. They take on the role of a manager in a company, tasked 

with calming an employee (the virtual agent, or VA) who is disgruntled about a recent 

management decision to start charging money for parking privileges. The application pipeline 

is divided into a number of modules (figure 2), which are discussed below. 

Figure 1 – The interpersonal Circumplex 



 
Figure 2 - Pipeline for the deLearyous application 

2.1 Natural Language Processing 

When the user enters a statement, his input is processed by the natural language processing 

(NLP) module. The AI of the VA is driven by the circumplex model, meaning that it uses the 

position of the user on the circumplex as a parameter in its decision making process. To 

determine the user’s position, we have trained an automatic classification system [3,6] that 

accepts any sentence as input and provides the position of the sentence on the circumplex as 

output. Because the first, context-independent version of this system had a low accuracy [11], 

we are currently developing an upgraded classifier which uses context information to improve 

classification results [12]. The NLP module also identifies the keywords in the user input. It 

determines if keywords need to be negated and expands the keyword set through a thesaurus. 

This expanded set of words is then passed on, along with the predicted circumplex coordinates, 

to the scenario engine. 

2.2 Scenario Engine 

The scenario engine is tasked with selecting an appropriate response to the player’s input on 

the basis of the identified keywords and the circumplex positions of both player and VA. It 

achieves this by feeding the input into an internal finite state machine (FSM) which models the 

relation between the expected statements of the user and the available responses of the VA [9]. 

Once the user’s input sentence has been matched to a state of the FSM, a reply is selected from 

the available follow-up states. Additionally, the emotional state and circumplex coordinates of 

the VA may be updated, and this information is then sent to the audio manager. 

The FSM, which forms the core of the scenario engine, has been created and refined 

through a series of increasingly specific user tests, ending with a wizard-of-oz test where we 

simulated the application by having a human actor play the VA. Care has been taken to 

separate application logic and scenario-specific information, so it is relatively easy for an 

administrator to define a new scenario and plug the corresponding FSM into the application. 

2.3 Audio 

The audio module collaborates with the 3D visualization module to output audiovisual 

feedback to the user. It receives input from the scenario engine and searches through its 

internal database of audio files, selecting the one which most closely matches the response 

sentence and the emotional state of the VGP. 

2.4 3D Visualization 

Finally, the 3D visualization module is responsible for rendering a convincing 3D 

representation of the VA. It contains a database of poses and body animations, each of which is 

linked to a certain position on the circumplex, and possibly annotated with context information 

such as affirmation, negation, stress, etc. Based on the output of the scenario engine, a pose 

and one or more of these animations will be selected and played during playback of the audio 

file. 

The visualization engine is also responsible for the facial animation of the VA. Facial 

animation is achieved by analyzing which phonemes occur in the sound file selected by the 

audio module and then creating an animation morph based on the head meshes for the 

corresponding visemes. While the results are less impressive than more advanced techniques 

[1,7], this approach has the benefit of simplicity and real-time generation of animations. The 

resulting animation is further blended with a facial representation of the VA’s emotional state 

[4]. The head and body animations are subsequently combined into the final animation.  
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